
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

1. No rehearsals during 
dead week or exam 
week. 

2. Thank you notes 
were due Thursday 
January 15th at noon. 

3. The next music 
council meeting will be 
February 3rd, 2015. 

January 13th Minutes 

ATTENDANCE 

Mr. Surian 
Mrs. Schultz-Janzen 
Thomas Chapman       
Anuj Chopra         
Madison Davidson-Mcrabb       
Jackson Doner 
Gabrielle Eber 
Lukas Eber                          
Jandeh Fortune                                                                                                                                        
Lucas Johnston    

 

GRADE 8 NIGHT 

x The String Ensemble had a good night, unfortunately there was a burnt out light which made it 
hard for the ensemble to see their music 

x However the hallway had excellent sound and a good resonating quality 
x WCI already has a strings magnet program so it was nice to have people hear the KCI String 

Ensemble 
x The Jazz Band also had an excellent night 
x The only problem was a song was cut off short  
x Doug did not have his music so the band became confused during a pause in the music 
x Overall, it is worth the setup to motivate people to work hard and be a part of the band 
x The reason Jazz Band members must be in the Concert Band is so that students have a better 

musical understanding and become better musicians 

THANK YOU NOTES 

x There was a shortage of the custom-made cards so they were given to teachers and adults who 
helped with OSSIA  

x Volunteers to adhere chocolates to envelopes and hand them out were: Anuj, Madeline, Lukas 
and Gillian 

MUSIC SOCIAL/MUSIC BANQUET 

x The music social can be held at school however a game of Sardines is not possible 
x Other games would need to be planned  
x A banquet at The Schmidtsville Restaurant in Wellesley is a possibility  

Evan Kish 
Megan Kish 
Jeremy Metzger 
Simon Metzger 
Logine Negm 
Gillian Radcliffe 
Megan Shaw 
Esther Weatherall 
Madeline Welsman 
Natalka Zurakowsky 
 

 



x There is a fee of $20.00 a person for the meal plus a bus fee to get there 
x Schmidtsville can seat up to 70 people in their lower level room 
x A busy winter is planned with OVf and Bandfest in February and March. As well, the Benefit 

Concert is on April 16. As a result, there should only be a year-end social or banquet in May or 
early June 

Approved by: Ms. S-J 

Last week’s minutes passed by: Gabi Eber 

Seconded by: Evan Kish 


